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This article has seven Photoshop tutorials that are quick to complete. These tutorials are by no means complete, but they do a fine job of covering
the topics and give the user a foundation on which to build. Photoshop Tutorials 1. Increase Exposure Increasing the exposure of a photo is a

surprisingly easy task. It's a common alteration that is often applied with filters to make an image "pop." Photoshop also has a function to easily
increase exposure without needing to apply a filter. Start by opening up a file by double-clicking on the file that you'd like to edit in Photoshop. In
the top menu bar, you'll see a command to Open. Click this and Photoshop will load the file. Once loaded, click File and then Open. When a file

opens, you'll see a list of options in the top menu bar. Near the top is Open. Click this and Photoshop will load the file. As the file is loading, you'll
see that there are multiple options to choose from. The first is from "Up" to "Down." You want to select "Up" to increase the exposure. Once "Up"
is selected, click on the drop-down arrow next to "Exposure" and select "Increase Exposure" (see Figure 1). The exposure will increase, as will the

luminance of the image, so it is recommended that a preview of the image is shown before making any alterations. If you decide to increase the
exposure more, there are numerous ways to do so. The user can manually increase the slider all the way to the right (Figure 2). Another way is to
use the brightness and contrast commands. These can be found in the top menu bar and are very similar to the way that these features are used in

the Gimp and other software. Open the brightness and contrast dialog boxes by clicking on Image and going to Adjustments > Brightness-Contrast.
Lastly, you can use the saturation and color slider. Simply click on Color, click on the two arrowed boxes, and drag the slider to the left. The image
will increase in saturation, which is the colorfulness of an image, and the luminance will increase as well. The image is darkening as the lightness

and saturation increase. The effect is similar to increasing the exposure with a filter. You will likely want to preview before making any changes in
Photoshop. If you want to apply this type of adjustment throughout an image, or if you would
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Learn to use Photoshop Elements with this simple guide of the main features of the program. General Features Elements uses the same graphical
user interface as other Adobe products. The main tabs are used to navigate through the different aspects of the program: Preview, Image Tools,

Adobe Bridge, Develop, Adjustments and Web. Saving options Saving options are the standard options that we can find in other programs such as
MS Word, e-mail, etc. You can save your files using one of the following options: File Download from your computer to a folder on your hard

drive. This option is good for downloading images to view in full resolution and see whether they fit properly on a page or website. Save in folder
Download to a folder on your hard drive. This option is good for creating a folder on your hard drive for printing and viewing images. File Save In

a folder on your hard drive. After selecting the images you want to save, you have to select the name of the folder. You can edit the name of the
folder with this option. Export Options: Image Quality: Image Size: File Type: Encoding (HTML): Encoding (Jpeg): Encoding (JPEG):

Image/Video Quality: Image Sharpness: Video Quality: Image Size: Image size will show the exact size of each image. In the above image, we can
see that the original image size is 10KB. Exporting options This option allows you to extract images from Adobe Bridge and export them in a

format of your choice. You can export as a PDF, JPEG, PNG or Photoshop file. Alternate View This option allows you to crop the image with the
bounding box option. Image Size This option allows you to change the size of the images in pixels, after selecting the image in the Image folder.

Image Type This option allows you to choose whether the image is a color or a black and white image. Brightness The brightness is the amount of
light you want to put in the image. Contrast Contrast is the amount of the difference of white and black in the image. Color Color is the degree of

red, green, blue and yellow in the image. 05a79cecff
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Q: Reduced form of tridiagonal matrix I have been trying to reduce this matrix and haven't been able to do so. I tried using Gaussian elimination
method which with $r_i$s and $s_i$s being the rows and columns of the matrix $A$. I know that the matrix looks like a tridiagonal matrix, but I
couldn't get it to that form. $\begin{bmatrix} 0 & 2 & -1\\ -2 & 2 & 0\\ -1 & -1 & 1\\ \end{bmatrix}$ I was able to get this matrix to be the upper
triangular form for the matrix. But I'm not able to find the canonical basis of this matrix. Any help is appreciated. A: You can try Gaussian
elimination on this tridiagonal matrix $D$. $$\begin{array}{ccc} \text{Column 2:}\quad&s_2&r_2&s_2\\ \text{Column
1:}\quad&-s_2-s_1&-2r_2&-s_2-s_1\\ \text{Row 3:}\quad&r_3&s_3&r_3\\ \text{Row 2:}\quad&s_2-s_3&r_2-r_3&s_2-s_3\\ \text{Row
1:}\quad&s_1&r_1&s_1\\ \end{array}$$ The present invention relates generally to the field of battery technology, and more specifically to
batteries and battery packs containing rechargeable batteries that may be used in an electric vehicle. It is known to use lithium-ion batteries in
electric vehicles. Such batteries include several lithium-ion battery cells that are coupled together in series to provide a desired voltage and current
to power an electric motor. However, electric vehicles are often subjected to extreme conditions, including high speed/torque and high
temperature/humidity, for which conventional lithium-ion batteries may not be optimally suited.Wednesday, February 17, 2012 Memorial Stones
(Maya's Story) When Mayav told me what she wanted to write, I was nervous. I have great respect for Maya and her story. And as a movie
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Q: String::substr(): start parameter 1 does not point to an array in C program In main() I get this error: "String::substr(): start parameter 1 does not
point to an array" Here's my code: #include #include #include int main() { char word[500]; scanf("%s", word); printf("%s", word); strcpy(word,
word); strcat(word,"er"); printf(" %s", word); return 0; } A: strcat(word,"er"); You are trying to concatenate a char array onto a string. That's not
allowed. The first array element is not stored in the string (as it's not an array), but somewhere between the 1st and 2nd array elements. To
concatenate the string literals "Hello" and "er" onto the string word, use: strcat(word, "er"); // ^^^^^^^^ // added A: If you are trying to append
character array "er" to the first array element of word then strcpy(word, word); strcat(word, "er"); will do. If you are trying to append one character
array to other then char word[100] = "Hello"; char word2[100] = "Word"; strcpy(word, word2); //copying not appending strcat(word, "er"); //gives
same error You can try char word[100] = "Hello"; char word2[100] = "World"; word2[0] = '\0'; strcpy(word, word2); // Copying strcat(word, "er");
// Gives same error Q: Can human Mars travel be made to become part of a single Hohmann Transfer orbit? Can a
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